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• Lamron photo by Don Spiegel

The Association in concert at OCE Oct. 17 in the NPE gym. See review page 7.

Campaigners on campusf
As the Nov. 5 election date
nears, several political
candidates have scheduled
last minute campaign stops
on the OCE campus.
Bob
Packwood,
the
Republican incumbent
candidate for the senate, will
attend an informal meeting
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday in the Oregon
Room of the College Center.
Those interested in working
on the Packwood campaign
will make plans at the
meeting.
Diarmuid O'Scannlain,
Republican candidate for the
first district congressional
seat, will speak at 9:30 a.m.
Tuesday in the Oregon Room
of the College Center.

City of Monmouth can
didates will debate in the
Pacific Room of the College
Center at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Ernie Cummins and Richard
Emken are vying for mayor.
City council candidates
include Vivian Byers, Daniel
Cannon, Grant
Gillis,
Patricia Jaffer, Judith
Miller and Frank Pender.
Packwood's Democratic
opponent, Betty Roberts,
will speak from 9 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. Nov. 31 in the
Oregon Room of the College
Center. She will arrive on
campus at 8 a.m. for an
informal breakfast.
Students
and
area
residents are invited to at
tend all political meetings.

Police Academy class
to graduate Friday
Forty police officers will
become the first graduating class
of the OCE campus Oregon
Police Academy in ceremonies
here at 2:30 p.m. Friday.
The Academy is part of a
training program administered
by the Oregon Board on Police
Standards and Training. Each
officer in the program has
completed seven weeks of upper
division law enforcement work.
Jason Boe, President of the
Oregon Senate, will address the
graduates and their families.
Class president Alan F. Sprague
of the Albany Police Department
will also speak.
Two outstanding graduates will
be recognized at the ceremony.
Leo App, an FBI agent, will
present the Leo App High Shooter
Award. Sheriff David Burks will
present the Lee M. Bown award
for academic achievement.
Paul Bettiol, the executive
director for the Board on Police
Standards and Training, will
present the graduation cer
tificates and class pictures.

A reception will follow the
ceremony.
The
graduating
class
represents 23 different Oregon
law enforcement agencies.
Graduates include 32 municipal
officers, six county officers and
two school security officers.
Graduates include:
Larry James, Nicholas George Bozovich
and Alan Fred Sprague, Albany police
department; Scott Eric Anderson, Mark
William Caillier, Scott R. Campbell, Craig
E. Fox, and Charles Eugene Lyons, Salem.
Donald Paul Bond and Randy LeRoy Hall,
Springfield; Chris Bradford, Judith Clark,
James Hill, Jose Martinez, Thomas Mason,
Gary Nauta, and James Ryall, Eugene;
Rodney James Hill and Thomas Allison
Young, Astoria.
William M. Putnam and Lawrence E.
Rifth, Marion County; Daniel Wayne Powell
and Vernon T. Wells, Monmouth; David
Reed Simpson and Daniel E. Stouffer,
Baker; Lance B. Fredericks and Dennis G.
Wallin, Washington County.
Charles W. Gheen, Jr., Roseburg; William
O. Herron, Linn County; Steven
E.
Hollingsworth, Portland Public Schools;
Gerald B. Johnson, Gresham; Merle D.
Kirchem, West Linn; Leslie Marie Lentz,
Port of Portland; David Martin, Mt. Angel;
Louis V. McNeal, Oregon State University.
Robert E. Moyes, Clackamas County;
Patrick Murphy, Seaside; David O. Sanders,
McMinnville; Thomas H.
VanDyke,
Klamath Falls; and Victor Frank Wilson,
Silverton.

Teachers need to set example,
Hatfield tells Dads' Day crowd
By JIMHEALY
Lamron Editor
Sen. Mark Hatfield told an OCE
Dad's Day crowd October 19 that
teachers have a responsibility to
students outside the classroom as
well as inside.
"Teachers must go the second
mile, get involved and offer
themselves
as
examples,"
Hatfield said. "We need qualified
teachers, but qualified ones
which will seek the moral im
perative."
Hatfield
emphasized
that
teachers must demonstrate a
strong moral example to their
students. He said "the nation has
suffered a moral erosion in the
last year" and this needs to be
corrected.
"Parents should support ef
forts to demand good teachers,
just as they should demand good
political efforts," Hatfield said.
Hatfield spoke after OCE
President Leonard Rice, Dean of
Students Jack Morton and
Student Body President Ken
Irvin had welcomed the parents
of OCE students.
A native of Dallas, Hatfield told
an estimated 300 people that
confidence in public officials is
near an all-time low. He said an
institution like OCE, which has
quality officials, can change
public views of administrative
and elected officials.
A member of the Senate
Interior Committee, Hatfield said
the committee "has had an undistinguished record as far as
education goes." However, he
said the program which brought
24 Micronesian students to OCE
this fall is a successful one, and
one of the few bright spots in
education on the committee's
record.
Micronesia is a trust territory
of the United States.
"This exchange has yet to be
achieved completely," Hatfield
said, "but with continued efforts
from OCE and other institutions

America may be able to raise its
record in the area of higher
education
for
its
trust
territories."
Hatfield said he has introduced
a bill which would give a $1,200
tax break to' parents with
children in college. In many ways
the bill amounts to a legitimate
tax loophole.
It isn't expected to pass the
Senate.
Hatfield also said Congress has
passed a bill which will give
Korean and post-Vietnam War

veterans an additional $50 per
month. President Ford is ex
pected to sign it.
The Senator talked about in
flation and its relationship to the
cost
of
higher
education.
Economic factors in higher
education need to be studied, he
said.
"We need input into some of the
problems we're trying to wrestle
with in Washington," he said.
Hatfield complimented OCE on
its role in the preparation of
teachers.

Fall enrollment at 3,136
OCE's enrollment of 3,136
students as of the end of the
formal
registration
period
showed a decrease from last.
fall's figure of 3,274.
In the enrollment breakdown,
however, beginning freshmen
number 560 this fall, compared to
523 a year ago. This represents
the first such increase since 1971.
Registrar Stan Kenyon pointed
out that a number of students who
have started the registration
process have not yet been
counted for various reasons,
which means that this fall's head
count could eventually exceed
last year's final count. The final
registration figures will be
reported to the State System of
Higher Education Friday for
budgeting purposes.
Kenyon noted a decrease in the
number of graduate students,

with 477 registering compared to
last year's figure of 490. He ad
ded, however, that many
graduate students are enrolled in
a series of off-campus evening
classes and have not yet been
counted.
The admission of new students
for fall term increased exactly
100 from 1973 through the last full
week of registration.
OCE admitted 1,260 new
students this year compared to
1,160 in 1973 - an increase of 8.6
per cent. By categories, 647
beginning freshmen were ad
mitted this year, 603 last year, a
gain of 7.3 per cent; un
dergraduates transfers, 416 in
1974, 367 in 1973; increase of 13.4
per cent; graduate students, 197
this year, 190 in 1973, increase of
3.7 per cent.

On the Inside
+ College ROTC enrollment reviewed. See story
page 5.
+OCE Homecoming events set. Complete details
on page 3.
+ Pentacle Theatre finishing 1974 season. The Star
Spangled Girl reviewed, page 9.

OSPIRG to discuss housing
Newman and Bedford at OCE — "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid" will be showing at the Coffee Shop Theater Friday. Showings will
be at 6:30 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. Admission is $1.00.
Candidates To Congregate -- Monmouth candidates for cdy council
and mayor will be speaking in the Pacific Room of the College Center
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, OCE 29.
4-4* 4"
••ii
Seminar Scheduled -- OCE physics professor Dr. Donald White will
present "Color Vision" at noon Tuesday in Natural Science 103.
4-4-4"
-i
Book Fair Set -- A book fair containing books from 200 publishers wil
4
The
be held in front of the College Center from 9 a.m. to 4 pm_Nov. ;
College Marketing Group display is sponsored by the OCE bookstore.
4- 4- 4Knightly Dance -- A dance sponsored by the Intercollegiate Knigjhts
will be held in the old PE gym from 9 p.m. to midnight Saturday. The
group will be the "Sunrise Edition . Admission is $1.00.
H—I—P
Blood Needed - OCE's first blood drive this year is scheduled
Tuesday and Wednesday in the College Center. Students, faculty and
area residents are invited to participate.
H—I—P
Art Display Set -- "Special Exhibition 108" will be featured in the
College Center Oct. 21 to Nov. 20. The display is sponsored by the
Oregon Statewide Services program.
4-4-4.
Tickets on Sale -- Season tickets for the OCE mainstage theatre
productions are available in the College Center Office. Prices are
adults $5, students $4 and children $2.50. The first production of this
season, Neil Simon's "Come Blow Your Horn," will be presented Nov.
6 through Nov. 9.
4- 4- 4"
Sadie Hawkins Dance Set - Barnum Hall will sponsor a Sadie
Hawkins dance from 9 p.m. to midnight in the Old Gym Nov. 2.
"Lightship" will be the featured group. The dance is girl-ask-boy.
Prices are couples $1.75, girls pay, and singles $1.
4-4-4Pat Straub To Speak -- Pat Straub, wife of gubernatorial candidate
Bob Straub, will speak at 2 p.m. Thursday in the Oregon Room of the
College Center. Prior to that she will hold an autograph party for her
book. "From the Loving Earth," from noon to 2 p.m. at the OCE
bookstore.
4-4-4Contraceptive Classes Available - Students interested in instruction
in contraceptive procedures may attend a one-class session, offered at
4 p.m. each Thursday. The class is open to both sexes and couples are
welcome. Attendance at the class is necessary for those planning to
initiate contraceptive procedures through the OCE Health Center, but
isn't limited to this group.
4-4-4Radio Club Sets Meeting ~ The Radio and TV club will meet in the
College Center conference room from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Thursday.
Anyone interested is invited.
4-4-4Packwood To Appear -- Senator Robert Packwood will appear at an
informal meeting fr m 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday in the Oregon Room
of the College Center. Anyonfc is invited, especially those who are
interested in working on the Packwood re-election campaign.
4-4-4Rally Petitions Available -- Petitions for those interested in par
ticipating on the OCE rally squad are now available in the ASOCE
office, College Center. The petitions are due Nov. 4. Tryouts are Nov.
6, and the elections are Nov. 8.
4-4-4O'Scannlain To Speak - Republican candidate Diarmuid O'Scannlain will speak in the Oregon Room of the College Center, 9:30 a.m.
Oct. 29. All interested students are invited.
4-4-4Rally Positions Available -- Petitions for the OCE Rally Squad are
available starting today in the student government office, College
Center. Petitions are due Nov. 4, tryouts will be Nov. 6. Elections will
be held Nov. 8.
*4-4-4Power Volleyball Team Forming -- All men interested in starting a
power volleyball team on the OCE campus may contact Kerry Wells at
838-1755.
4-4-4Powder Puffers To Compete -- A Homecoming Powder Puff football
game is being organized. Interested women may sign up on the
bulletin board in the NPE building or in the College Center office.
Coaches are also needed.

Cambridge Bookstore
Lancaster Mall

362-3238

Student housing problems will
be discussed at the Oct. 30
OSPIRG meeting. Nely Johnson,
an OSPIRG staff attorney, Will
speak at the meeting.
Ms. Johnson is coordinating a

Bus planned
A
Mid-Willamette
Valley
Council of Governments study
done April of this year has
served as the impetus for a local
bus proposal. The bus route
would include a stop at OCE.
Independence City Manager
Jack McElravy submitted the
proposal to the federal govern
ment last month and is awaiting
the decision. This proposal comes
under a government offer to fund
one-year pilot projects to provide
transportation for the young, low
income, elderly, and other city
residents.
The service, if the necessary
$33,000 is made available, will
include Monmouth, Indepen
dence, and Dallas. Plans call for
the bus to stop throughout the
neighborhoods of the three towns,
plus stops at Independence City
Hall, Central High School, the
Central Shopping Center, OCE,
Monmouth City Hall, and county
service offices located in Dallas.
McElravy is also proposing a
nine-member
Traffic Safety
Commission that would suggest
such things as a fee schedule,
operation schedule, and would
evaluate the program. The
commission would include the
city managers from Monmouth
and Independence, the police and
fire chief from each town, a
businessman from each com
munity and an OCE student.

projects include an investigation
statewide effort to end sex
into the merits of a dam which is
discrimination in rental housing.
being planned for the Falls City
Tenants
rights,
' sex
area, as well as other aspects of
discrimination and excessive
rents and rent increases will be water and air pollution, and
nuclear power.
considered at the meeting.
Candidates for
the OCE
The Ospirg Renter's Handbook,
second edition, will be distributed OSPIRG local board will be
free to students. The handbook selected at the meeting. Students
explains the new Residential who wish to serve on the local
board, but who cannot attend the
Landlord and Tenant Act and
gives
advice
on
rental meeting should contact Peggy
agreements, deposits and lan Morrow, SPO 139 or Gary
Clement, SPO 463.
dlord's obligations.
The meeting will be held on
v OSPIRG staff scientist, John
Ullman will also be at the Wednesday, Oct. 30 at 3:30 p.m.
meeting to discuss OSPIRG's in the OSPIRG office, above the
environmental projects
with People Place, across from the
interested
students.
These College Center.

The MEN'S DEN
Moonlight MadnessI
Sale!
OCT. 24
TONIGHT ONLY!
6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Special Bonus Buy
2 With a $10 or more purchase and this coupon, you

5 may receive one pair of slacks FREE. Sizes and
\ quantities are limited so hurry!
'°^s"

Center open
A
student-run,
studentfinanced,
information-referral
program, called the People Place
- Help Center, is available to
students who have questions
about OCE and its surrounding
area.
The People Place-Help Center,
located on campus just north of
Swindle Hall, and its personnel
will answer, questions about the
Monmouth - Independence
community services offered by
Polk County such as mental
health, health services and
family planning and questions on
services offered by OCE. It will
also provide counseling and act
as a "drop in" center.
The hours of the People Place Help Center are Sunday through
Thursday from 7 p.m. to mid
night, and Friday and Saturday
nights from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Worth one pair of
% Solid Cuffed Slacks

*18.00 Value
Don't Miss This One!
T h e F i n e s t in M e n ' s Clothing
Your a p p e a r a n c e is o u r business.

221 E. Main St., Monmouth

Ph. 838-3521

HOMECOMING
"POWDER PUFF" FOOTBALL
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Need: Coaches, team, male rally squad".

bU"etin

C o m e in a n d b r o w s e
a r o u n d . We h a v e a wide
L selection of

•>>$

General meeting, 4 p.m.

Hardbacks Paperbacks -

Willamette Room College Center.

Cliff Notes Greeting Cards

Eveiyone Invited!
ftftftftftft:-
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News Synopsis

College of
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By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Writer
The class of 1925 and the undefeated football team of 1949 will
be honored at Oregon College of
Education's Homecoming Day
celebration set for Nov. 9.
Student
committees
are
currently formulating plans for
the day which will include
presentation of the Homecoming
Queen and her court and a dance,
a powder puff football game
complete with a male rally
squad, and the traditional noise
parade and tug-of-war on a
dormitories and the traditional
noise parade and tug-of-war on a
muddy field.
During the afternoon the OCE
football team will play its last
game of the season, against
Eastern Oregon State College on
the OCE field, and the OCE
Soccer Club will meet a team
from Lewis & Clark College of
Portland.
Dee Dee Anson is general
chairman for the event.
"We need two powderpuff
football teams, coaches, referees
and a male rally squad", said
Miss Anson.
The powder-puff football game
is one of the many activities
scheduled for Homecoming.
"With Love From Me To You"
is the theme chosen for this year.
The annual election of the
Homecoming court is on tap first.
Nominations for all princesses,
both on and off campus will be
held Oct. 28 and 29 in the college
center. A box will be set up to put
the nominations into.
Eligibility requirements to be a
princess are: the nominee must
be a fulltime female OCE
student, with a 2.00 GPA.
The elections will be held on
Oct. 30, followed by election of the
queen on Oct. 31. Both elections
will be in the College Center.
Announcement of the 1974
Homecoming Queen will be Nov.
4. Coronation of the Queen will be
on Nov. 5 at 8 p.m. in the Pacific
Room of the College Center.
Also on Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. will be
the powder puff football game
with the off-campus women vs.
the on-campus women. Sign-up
sheets for all open positions,
(female teams, coaches and
referees and a male rally squad)
will be on the bulletin board in the
new PE building and in the
College Center.
The Tug-of-War between offcampus and dorm students is
planned. The date and time has
not yet been set.
An Alumni Luncheon is being
planned by Candy Harley. The
luncheon is set for Nov. 9, 11 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Speakers have not
yet been set, however, football
coach Bill McArthur will give a
chalk talk in honor of the 1949
undefeated OCE football team.
This year marks the 25th an
nual reunion of the '49 team.A
social hour for this team will be
held after the game at Coach
McArthur's house.

RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 per page
Send now for latest catalog. En
close $2.00 to cover return post
age.

ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

(416) 366 6549
Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.

October 24, 1974

Education
Compiled by DICK SOULES
Lamron Writer

Preceding the game the IK's
(Intercollegiate Knights) will
have a Noise Parade. Students
may signup to participate in the
parade. An award will be given.
A parade route will be made
available to anyone.
The Homecoming game at 1:30
p.m. will have Eastern Oregon
State challenging OCE.
A social hour with refresh
ments will be held after the game
at 6 p.m. in the College Center for
alumni.
The final homecoming activity
is the dance, to be held in the old
gym from 9 p.m. to midnight.
"Sunrise
Edition"
will
be
playing. Price will be $1 per
person.
,
The second annual Student
Assistant-Head Resident reunion
will be held in conjunction with
homecoming. An informal gettogether is planned for Friday
evening Nov. 8. Saturday events
for this reunion include a no-host
breakfast, a luncheon and an
informal buffet dinner.
Mary Honts and Jeri Foster are
handling the publicity for this
year's homecoming.

Homecoming Calendar
Oct. 24 to 29 - Nominations
for princesses in the College
Center.
Oct. 30 - Final election of
off-campus princesses in the
College Center. Polls open 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Oct. 31 - Election of the
queen in the College Center.
Nov. 4 - Announcement of
the 1974 Homecoming Queen.
Nov. 5 - Coronation of the
queen in the Pacific Room
8:00 p.m.
Nov. 6 - Royalty signing of
the sidewalk. Powder Puff
Football game at 8:00.
Student
Assistant-Head
Resident Reunion.
Nov. 9 - Alumni Luncheon,
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Social
Hour for the '49 football team
after the game at Coach
McArthur's. Noise Parade,
preceding
the
game.
Homecoming game against
Eastern Oregon State, 1:30.
Social Hour for alumni in the
CC after 6:00. Dance, 9-12, in
the OPE. Student AssistantHead Resident Reunion.

Portland braces for blackout
PORTLAND - Portland continued this week to brace itself for a
threatened power blackout by an extortionist demanding $1 million
from the Bonneville Power Administration. A letter signed J. Hawker
threatened to cut off all Portland electricity by bombing selected
transmission lines leading into Portland if his demands were not met.
Damage has already occurred to 11 transmission lines as a result of
dynamite blasts in the last several weeks but no power outages have
resulted. According to BPA officials such a blackout would not be total
because auxiliary power plants in Portland could be brought into
action within two minutes of a blackout.

Blackout would harm industry
PORTLAND - Faced with the possible loss of electricity, Portland's
industry began estimating the effects a blackout would have on
production. Hardest hit would be the aluminum industry which would
face losses in the millions if power was lost for more than four hours.
* Most companies felt, however, that losses could be kept to a minimum
if power was interrupted.

Mitchell offered as scapegoat
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Testifying at the Watergate cover-up trial,
former White House aide John Dean told the jury of a conversation in
March 1973 when he and other aides decided to offer former Att.
General John Mitchell to the Watergate investigators as a scapegoat.
The plan was for Mitchell to step forward and admit guilt in the
Watergate break-in, hopefully stopping the investigation from going
any further.
Following the testimony another White House tape was played for
the jury in which former President Nixon told Mitchell, "I want you all
to stonewall it, let them plead the Fifth Amendment, cover up or
anything else, if it'll save it -- save the plan. That's the whole point."

Teenage alcohol use widespread
(CPS) - Alcohol use among teenagers is so widespread that it is
nearly universal, according to a survey released last summer by the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. According to the
study 63 per cent of all seventh grade boys and 54 per cent of seventh
grade girls have had a drink. By the time they are seniors in high
school the numbers have reached 93 and 87 per cent respectively.
The study indicated that alcohol is much more popular than
marijuana with only 40 per cent of the males and 36 per cent of the
females admitting to ever having used the drug. As students leave
high school the drinking rate declines with only about 38 per cent of
college students consuming alcohol on a regular basis. The favorite
alcoholic beverage among high school students was beer.

Suicide high among college students

Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ

Three challenges for OCE's number one rated Elementary
Education program.

Complete
Line of Offset
and Letter
Press

LAWRENCE, Kans. - (IP) - Suicide, the third leading cause of death
among college students, claimed the lives of three University of
Kansas students last year. There are usually two to three suicides a
year at KU, according to Dr. Sydney Schroeder, a psychiatrist at
Watkins Mental Health Clinic.
Those who have unrealistically high or negative expectations of
college life are those most likely to consider suicide. They will have
often low esteem, are too sensitive and usually don't have the
resilience to blows and slights that are a part of living Schroeder said
that suicidal gestures such as wrist cutting and overdoses are usually
pleas for help and "usually not life threatening."
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Customized Printing for Cards, Gifts,
etc.
Rubber stamps made to your
specifications

&SLACK SHACK
||Fashions for the young...
and the young at heart.

SWEATERS

CENTRAL PRINTING
295 E. Main

Monmouth

838-0661

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

BOB MARX

DEMOCRAT
"The Man The People Found'
Paid for by Citizens to Re-elect Bob Marx, Larry Dale, treasurer, 208 Winegar St.,
Mon., Ore. 8 9 74.
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SUEDE JACKETS
ALL COLORS

1P0RTC0ATS & SLACK!
379 High St. N.E..
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Opinion

Candidates
endorsed:
Trow
Democrat Cliff Trow and Republican Gene Lear are
the two candidates for State Senator from this district.
Neither has had previous experience in the legislature,
but of the two, Trow seems to be more familiar with
Oregon politics, having served as the Democratic Party
Chairman from Benton County. Lear has been involved
with politics mainly at the local level.
Trow also seems more organized than his opponent on
specific issues, and has specific ideas on the subjects of
tax reform, agriculfure, labor, education and the
environment. In an Oct. 15 debate at OCE, Trow seemed
more knowledgeable in the various campaign areas
than did Lear.
The Lamron recommends a vote for Cliff Trow.

Marx
Polk and Benfon counties have had good represen
tation during the past two years from State
Representative Bob Marx. A Democrat, Marx voted on
more than 95 per cent of all bills and compiled a near
"100 per cenf attendance record" while serving in the
House.
He has represented the interests of OCE and
Monmouth well, and was instrumental in the ap
propriation of new Fine Arts Building monies. Marx
became chairman of the House Judiciary Committee -one of only two freshman representatives to chair a
major committee. His record is impressive.
His opponent, Republican Bill Horner, has attacked
Marx's voting record and questioned his stance on
several issues. A Monmouth lawyer, Horner has spoken
for the need for integrity in government, says he will be
his own man, uninfluenced by labor, business or
agricultural groups.
Horner is no match, however, for Marx's experience
or ideas. While serving in the House, Marx has been a
hard worker and has become experienced in the ins and
outs of the legislature.
Bob Marx is a better choice than Bill Horner for State
Representative.

Miller, Gjersvold
It is time for a change in government at the county
level. Alan Miller and Walt Gjersvold represent that
change.
Both Miller and Gjersvold are Democrats and are
younger than the candidates they are running against
for Polk County Commissioner. Miller, at 33, is 34 years
younger than his counterpart, Cliff Jones. Gjersvold, at
42, is 14 years younger than his opponent, John Kolb.
Age alone is not a factor in the race> nor is it even a
major one. Rather, the need to push ahead with new
ideas is the major issue. In addition, Polk County needs
a good comprehensive land use plan. Valuable farm
land is being taken, and a good plan needs to be com
pleted soon or the county may in 20 years, find itself with
little choice land left.
Cliff Jones has served for the past eight years as a
commissioner, while Kolb has been in private business.
Both men are qualified, but wouldn't bring the freshness
fo the county that Miller and Gjersvold would.
The Lamron favors Alan Miller and Walt Gjersvold
for county commissioners.

002 College Center, Monmouth, Ore. 97361. Telephone 838-1171 or
838 1220 ext. 347.
The OCE Lamron is a student newspaper published at noon
Thursdays except during exam week and vacation periods fall,
winter and spring terms. The Lamron is not published during sum
mer session. The Lamron is published by the Polk County ItemizerObserver.
The editorial columns of the Lamron represent the opinion of the
newspaper's editors. Letters submitted to the editor must carry the
signature and address of writer. Letters should be no longer than 300
words, typewritten on one side of paper and double spaced
Anonymous letters will not be accepted. All letters are subject to
abridgement. Under most circumstances thank you letters and
poetry will not be published.
Nine-month subscription rate is $3.50.

« O H , I WISH I W A S IN T H £ L A M P O F C O T T O N — "

Open forum
Activity passes
disputed

student body is loosing when the
courtesy passes are in use.
Thank you for letting me say
how I feel.

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to state
my opposition to the fact that
student senators will be receiving
courtesy passes to the concerts
and other activities of this school.
I guess my real opposition is in
the method used to gain this
privilege. The senators decided
that all their hard work in student
government
shouldn't
go
unrewarded.
As a result, they decided to pat
themselves on the back for a job
well done (or for a job they will be
doing) and gave themselves the
privilege of attending concerts
and activities free of charge.
It bothered me to read the
minutes of the Senate meeting
(Oct. 7) in which it was stated
that the wide opposition to the
granting of courtesy passes last
year was based on the fact that
people were getting the passes
without doing any work to earn
them. The people I know and the
students I talked to disagree with
the whole idea of courtesy passes,
especially when people are giving
them to themselves.
Why didn't the "fair" student
senators ask for some outside
reactions to the subject, before
they made a decision? I guess we
all know the answer to that
question.
By the way, has the Lamron
staff members put in their
request for free courtesy passes
to reward themselves for their
work? How about the IDC of
ficers and reps.? Have the dorm
officers and the numerous other
volunteers around campus
considered
their
courtesy
passes?
The point I am trying to make
is that a courtesy pass should be a
gift, a thank you or a privilege
that should be given from an
outside source. To me, a proper
use of courtesy passes would be
either for the student lx>dy to
choose who gets them, or maybe
for our student senate to reward
some outstanding worker for his
efforts. As it is now, is a student
senator really a volunteer?
I hope it will be publicized
exactly how much money the

Jim DeNault
Senior
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Thanks
To the Editor:
I want to thank all of the people
who were responsible for the
gathering of data and recent
publication of the faculty
evaluation which was conducted
on the OCE campus during the
Spring of 1974.

I have participated in four
different evaluation settings over
a period of twelve teaching years
and have viewed two other forms
used at the University of Kansas
and the University of Oklahoma.
In total, it is my opinion that the
OCE evaluation has been a most
mature
and
constructive
academic project and that it
should be considered with pride
by our school.
Again, thanks for a job well
done!
Sincerely,
Tom Patterson
Sociology, Asst. Prof.
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enrollment

drops as costs soar
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ROTC in 1970 after weeks of antiAs of May 1974 149 of the 290 ROTC protests, but a studentexisting Army ROTC units had faculty group there has recently
fewer than 17 cadets in their ^ been lobbying hard for its rein
junior classes.
statement.
The
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NEW
Although Army ROTC has "Stanford Committee on ROTC"
100 pet. Nylon Shag
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enough
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decline, Navy and Air Force units signatures last year to force the
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area rugs. 8 new
Air Force's 182 units, 11 have agenda. The Senate voted in
colors
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and 13 have received letters of
The Committee has since
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concern.
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letters
and
A major problem facing Army questionaires to 1500 freshmen at
Extra large bean
ROTC in particular is the number Stanford,
emphasizing
the
bag chairs. Triple
of scholarships available. Each availability
of
full-tuition
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a recruitment effort
aimed
especially at women. Currently
there are 5000 women enrolled in
college ROTC programs, but that
numbmer is rising by about 60
per cent a year. Accordingly the
military has announced that it
plans to triple the total number of
women in the armed forces by
1977.
New recruiting campaigns
have promised the "liberated"
woman glamor, travel, leader
ship and responsibility with
slogans like: "Who says men
don't listen when a woman
talks."
Part two of the ROTC story will
examine some of the proposed
reasons for ROTC's decline, and
how those forces in practice
effected the removal of ROTC at
one school.
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'GodspelF
Willamette University production seen as lacking, ineffective
by NEIL HAUGEN

Willamette
University's
presentation of the SchwartzTebelak musical "Godspell"
came off far short of the play's
advance publicity. Problems in
set design and projection over
shadowed the efforts of the
players, and the slow tempo of
the performance allowed no spell
to appear.
The stage was set as a cross
between a thrust stage into the
audience and a theatre in the
round, with seating on three sides
of the near-square stage.
Inherent in this design are
projection problems for the
players, to be heard in the seats
to their sides and behind.
An abortive attempt to over
come this included microphones
placed around the stage and a
cordless mike held by the lead
vocals. I was only thirty-five feet
away from the stage, but even
with these elaborate measures
Quitars Mikes
Combo Equipment
/'

Peavey Amps
at
WEATHERS MUSIC CORP.
Capitol Shopping Ctr.
Salem, OR
Ph. 362 8708

threw the timing of the company
I could not hear parts of the play ;
singing harmony behind Janet
friends directly in front fared no
Carkin off.
better.
The rest of the first half was
A far better solution would
similar, and dragged on and on
have been to throw the mikes in
the millrace and work on with little life. It was not a case of
projecting the actors voices. unenthusiastic players, rather
Properly trained, they should they were just far short of the
have been sufficient in so small a enthusiastic and driving per
formers needed for this play.
space.
The second act was better with
A final staging problem was the
design of the backdrop in relation spots of fair presentation of the
to the corner seats. The climax, material, but still with that
the crucifixion scene, was in everpresent fade in and out
center stage against the back feeling.
The reprise of "Learn Your
drop which curled toward the
Lessons Well," sung by Jim
stage front, blocking the view of
those in the corners. Very poor Pilon, was often inaudible. Diane
Tarter's presentation of "Turn
planning.
The players should still have Back, O Man," a song that-lends
been able to overcome these itself to much inflexion, action
problems, but throughout the and suggestion was fairly flat;
play the lines and songs drifted she didn't put herself into it and
from inaudible through mum lost her chance to shine.
bling, to intelliegible and back
"Alas for You" made me think
again. Heightening the fade in
and fade out effect was the "Alas for me Steven, for I cannot
movement of the cordless understand you." It was disap
pointing as Steven Anderson's
microphone, held by the soloists
in and out of effective pickup acting as Christ was only
range. This led to a defeciency in adequate.
"By My Side," sung by Judy
the public address system.
Richard Blank opened the Godard and Patty Easteppe, had
performance with a weak too many missed notes and
harmony to be effective; it's hard
rendition of "Prepare Ye. .
and the spell never did get quite to keep a feeling going while
started, although occasionally it wincing.
The second act leads to the
almost drifted in, only to drift out
again through poor vocal timing, betrayal and crucifixion of
performance or unheard lines. Christ, with several emotionally
The second number, "Save the high points and some good
People," came across fairly well dramatic lines and action, even
with the lead by "Christ," Steve though the problems of the play
Anderson. But, the play faded came through.
again in with "Day by Day" as
A criticism of the action is that
the change from 3 4 to 4 4 time the hand signs the various
in the number was rough and characters used to identify

themselves with were not
stressed enough to enable them to
be easily identifiable.
But just as the signs were not
used enough as identification,
several scenes didn't pack near
the power they could have.
The earlier mentioned back
drop curled toward the front of
the stage at the ends, forming a
semi-circle in which Christ was
crucified - the climax of the play.
But those on both sides were
blocked by the set, so could not

see the scene, an apparently
fitting end to this production.
It would have been acceptable
for a freebie performance, but
when one has to pay $2.25 to sit on
hard wood basketball bleachers
for a heavily publicized sellout
play, one has a right to expect
much more.
The problems of the production
may have been due to inex
perience or lack of time and
practice. Both can be overcome
and future productions at
Willamette University may be
more promising.

Elect as Your
Polk County Commissioner
Position No. 3

WALTER R. GJERSV0LD
DEMOCRAT

Concerned for
Polk County
The People
and the
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Paid Political Ad Walter R. Gjersvold, Rt. l, Box 8I8V2, Dallas, Ore. Oct. 18.

After college, will you
get the job you deserve?
You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class
room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac
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nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
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Box F, Orange, CA 92666
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176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).
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LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only
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Association:
nostalgic
and
new

Association vocalist percus
sionist Ted Bluechel discusses
the group's new album, which
is scheduled for release early
next year.

Combining a little of the old
with a lot of the new, The
Association performed a looselv
«"Cted show ^ore a crowd
of 1,050 at OCE Oct. 17
The show got off to a slow start
with a short warm-up comedy
routine in which the group
members seemed to be having a
better time than the audience.
Ihe program never did develop a
tight, fast moving pace, but most
of the humorous sketches seemed
a™u.se the audience, even
though it was obvious the group
had been through the same
routines
innumerable
times
before.
The first song was a preview of
what was to follow. Not only was
it a new selection, it was also a
social commentary, something
missing from the Association hits
of the 1960's.
The concert moved on to more
familiar territory with the hit
"Along Comes Mary." This was
the first of the reminiscent songs,
most of which seemed to have
improved with age and with the
personnel shifts in the group. The
highlight of the song was the
added dimension of Jim Jester's
recorder solo.
"Never My Love" was also a
surprise, as it was considerably
improved with the addition of
new harmony lines, which gave
the group a more polished effect
than that sported by the original
Association. The instrumentation
of the number was highlighted by
Richard Thompson's work at the
electric organ.
"No Fair At All," described by
Jim Yester as a semi-bronze
record for the group, emerged as
the most successful of the group's
old song repetoire. Jim's tenor
voice, his recorder and the
backup harmony gave the song a
sound it was missing in its
original form.
Not all of the new songs were
necessarily of poorer quality than
the others, but because they
lacked crowd recognition they
did not have the same impact.
"Showboat" was written by
Jerry Yester and performed for
Larry Beckett of Portland.
Beckett wrote the lyrics for a
Johann Sebastian Bach com
position the group performed.
The composition was highlighted
by the visual effect of a rising
sun, and featured quality acappello harmony.
Larry Ramos, from Hawaii,
did the vocal in "Praise the Lord
and Pass the Soup," which was
labeled
an
"Association
autobiography" from the days
they first began performing in
California.
The group actually got its big
start by mistake. The people
originally booked at a Los
Angeles club failed to show up
and the Association filled in.

Later they were invited for
return engagement.
The Association is less ef
fective on songs not composed by
one of the group members. This
was exemplified in their
of Elton John's "Take Me to the
Pilot . Although Thompson was
competent at the keyboard,
neither he nor the vocalists at
tained John's mastery of the
piece.
Thompson later got the chance
to fully display his talents with
"Child at Play," which he
composed ten years ago. Backed
by Maurice Miller and David
Vaught, he abruptly changed the
character of the program with his
instrumental.
Thompson's piano was also
featured in what was probably
the stand-out of the new songs,
"Rosey."
Jerry
Yester's
melancholy voice was well-suited
to the lead and the changes of
pace within the song sustained
interest. The group plans to cut
single for AM radio play in
January, and "Rosey" ought to
be the leading candidate, as it
seems to have the greatest hit
potential.
The lyrics from one of the songs
aptly summed up the new rock
songs The Association per
formed : "IfIsang you a rock and
roll song it wouldn't be fair, cause
my head isn't there..." It seemed
the men were trying too hard on
some of the heavier rock songs,
without really getting into them.
The Association stayed on safe
ground by wrapping the program
with two of their biggest hits,
"Cherish"
and
"Windy".
Although one would not have
anticipated changes in an old
stand-by like "Cherish," the new
faster pulse, the refined harmony
and the voice* of Larry Ramos
made a surprising improvement.
"Windy" also fared well due to
Thompson's electric organ and
Bluechel's baritone voice, which
had been hidden in harmony
throughout most of the concert.
Bluechel may have the best voice
potential of the group.
"Windy" was followed by a
standing ovation, which seemed
to be as much of*a tactic to ex
tract an extra song from the
group as a tribute to its talent.
The audience accomplished the
former, and the group returned to
do another number.
The fact that the audience was
not really into the concert was
evident in its reluctance to par
ticipate in a sing along of "When
We Sing" led by Bluechel. From
the stage he described it as a
giant "lip sync." Although
refusing to participate in the
song, the audience did give The
Association a second standing
ovation, but this time was not
rewarded.

• ELECT

'CUFF" JONES
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Polk County Commissioner

Images of the Association captured in shadows.
After the concert the men
commented on the group's vir
tual disappearance from AM
radio play. They have been
putting out records, but their
efforts have been held up by
record companies or were too
long for successful AM fare.
They will attempt a comeback
early next year when they cut a
new single, which will be followed
around February with a new
album.
Despite their radio stalemate,
The Association has been playing
to capacity night club and con
cert crowds across the country.
They have stayed together ten
years, and have mastered
longevity, which Bluechel named
as the hardest factor to master in
the music business.
Bluechel hit on what may be
one of the group's problems when
he stated that "Our style covers
all spectrums; it is unlimited."
Perhaps the group is trying so
hard to appeal to a' large
audience that it is failing to
develop or maintain a style to set
it apart from other groups.
Apparently confident of future
success, The Association left the
OCE campus an hour after the
concert singing an impromptu
rendition of "Hit The Road,
Jack."

Story by
Cecilia Stiles
Photos by
Daryl Bonil
Don Spiege
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Entertainment events
MUSIC
"Portland Jam," a concert featuring local
Pacific Northwest rock groups, will be held
at Paramount Northwest at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. Tickets are SI.
Guitarist Leo Kottke will be fatured in a
return engagement at the Portland Civic
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Friday. Tickets are
S3 50, $4.50 and $5.50.
The Oregon Symphony Orchestra,
featuring guitarist Lurindo Almeida, will
perform at Willamette University at 8 p.m.
Wednesday under the direction of conductor
Lawrence Smith.
Concerts scheduled in the Portland
Memorial Coliseum during November
include Joan Baez, Nov. 13; Deep Purple,
Nov. 15 and War, Nov. 21.
Paramount Northwest, Portland has
scheduled three major concerts duing
November, including Greg Allman, Nov 16;
Fleetwood Mac, Nov. 24; and Sha Na Na,
Nov 29.
TheOCE Music Department will sponsor a
Franzpeter Goebbels piano recital at £ p.m.
Wednesday and a student recital at 11 a.m.
Thursday in the Music Hall Auditorium.
A sell-out crowd is predicted for the Helen
Reddy concert scheduled Dec. 6 at the
Portland Civic Auditorium. Tickets are
$4.50, $5.50 and $6.50. Anyone planning to
attend is advised to secure tickets early.
FILMS ANDTHEATRE
Neil Simon's "Come Blow Your Horn," the
first mainstage production of the OCE

Concert set
Dr.
Franzpeter
Goebels,
pianist and professor at the
Detmold
Music
Academy,
National Academy of Music in
Berlin,
Germany,
will
be
presented in concert at OCE on
Tuesday, Oct. 29.
The program will include
works for both the harpsicord and
piano. The first group will consist
of pieces by Pachelbel, Gabezon,
John Bull, Couperin, Rameau,
Bach and the 20th century
composer Ligeti.
The second group, performed
at the piano, will feature a
Toccata by Ferruccio Busoni in
commemoration of the 150th
anniversary of his death, and
Klavierstuke, op. 11 No. 2 by
Arnold Schoenberg in honor of
the 100th anniversary of his birth.
The concert will be in the Music
Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. and is
open to the interested public.
There is no admission charge.

drama season, is scheduled Nov. 6 through
Nov. 9. Season tickets are ava.lable n the
College Center Office. Prices are adults $5,
students $4 and children $2.50.
Another Neil Simon comedy.
Star
Spangled Girl," is currently at the Pcnfacle
Theatre through Saturday. Curtain is at 8.15
p.m. nightly. Tickets are ava.lable at
Stevens and Sons.
The Salem debut of the movie musical
"That's Entertainment" is currently playing
at the Capitol Theatre. The MGM movie cuts
feature such stars as Fred Astaire, Clark
Gable, Judy Garland and Gene Kelly.

Friday feature:
Butch and the Kid

Salem. Hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and till 9 p.m. Friday.
TELEVISION
"UN Day Concert" will celebrate the
twenty ninth anniversary of the United
Nations at 8:30 p.m. on Ch. 10.
Fred Astaire hosts "Wide World Special,
a look at 80 years of 20th Century Fox mov.e
musicals. Astaire will narrate clips from 32
films, including "Hello, Dolly" and The
Sound of Music."

The team of Donald Sutherland and Elliott
Gould return in "SPYS," which is currently
at the South Salem Drive In. The co feature
is "MASH,"

Friday, Oct. 25
-Men Who Made' the Movies" will be
repeated at 10 p.m. on Ch. 10. The mov.es of
Alfred Hitchcock are featured.
The private eye movie classic
The
Maltese Falcon" starring Humphrey Bogart
as Sam Spade is at 11 p.m. on Ch. 12.
"Wide World in Concert" features "Bowie
'73." The program is a film of David Bowie's
last concert at Odeon Theatre, London. Jeff
Beck guest stars.
David Steinberg will host an all-comedy
version of "The Midnight Special." Freddie
Prinze, co star of "Chico and the Man,"
Burns and Schreiber, and the Committee are
scheduled guests, at 1 a.m. on Ch. 8.

Robert Redford stars in "Jeremiah
Johnson," currently playing a the Rio
Theatre in Dallas. "Uptown Saturday
Night" begins Friday at the Motor Vu Drive
In in Dallas.

Saturday, Oct. 26
"Hang 'Em High," a 1968 Clint Eastwood
movie, ison at 8 p.m. on Ch. 2.
Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy star in
"San Francisco" at 11:30 p.m. on Ch. 6.

"Ladies and Gentlemen, The Rolling
Stones" is in its second week at the Lan
caster Mall Theatre, Salem. The concert
film features Mick Jagger performing fif
teen of the groups greatest hits.
"Doctor Zhivago," winner of six Academy
Awards, is now playing at the Elsinore in
Salem.

RADIO
Focus features at 7 p.m. on KINK 102 FM
for the remainder of October: America, Oct.
24; Jerry Garcia, Oct. 25; Bill Withers, Oct.
28; John Sebastian, Oct. 29; Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young, Oct. 30; and Mimi Farina
Oct. 31.
"Yours," by Forever More, is the featured
album on KlNK's album review at 10 p.m.
Saturday.
ART
The OCE faculty art exhibit will be on
display in Campbell Hall gallery 107 through
Nov. 1. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to noon and 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
"Special Exhibition 108" is currently on
display in the College Center through Nov.
20 The exhibition is sponsored by the
Statewide Services Traveling Exhibition
Program of the University of Oregon
Museum of Art in Eugene.
The weavings of Hal Painter are currently
on display in Bush Barn gallery. Gallery
hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Satur
day and Sunday.

Tuesday, Oct. 29
Alistair Cooke hosts the Emmy award
winning "America" at 8 p.m. on Ch. 10. This
week's feature is "Inventing a Nation, Part

The unmatched team of Robert
Redford and Paul Newman will
be featured in "Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid," which
will be shown in the Pacific Room
of the College Center Friday
night.
Redford as Sundance and
Newman as Cassidy, play two of
the screens most likable banktrain robbers. The non-violent
heroes are caught out of their
element as the western frontier
closes at the turn of the century.
Katharine Ross joins the cast
as Sundance's mistress and the
trio sails for Bolivia, where they
attempt to make a new start.
Much
of
Redford
and
Newman's vivacity can be

credited to William Goldman,
who wrote the gag lines of the
script. The humor adds depth to
the
masculine
relationship,
which was one of the first of such
male duo relationships.
The movie features the music
of Burt Bacharach, with B. j
Thomas singing the theme song
"Raindrops Keep Falling On My
Head."
Show times are at 6:30 p.m. and
9:15 p.m. All seats are $1.
A W. C. Fields film festival will
also be featured Friday. Shorts
scheduled include "The Fatal
Glass of Beer," "The Great
McGonigle" and "The Great
Chase."

DATATYPE & RESEARCH SERVICE
2 Sylvan St.
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) 933-6222
Termpaper & Thesis Research
Lowest Rates From $2.50 / pg.

Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6 - Sat. 10-4
Campus Jobs Available

I."

Wednesday, Oct. 30
Future predictions and ESP will be the
discussion topic on "Feedback" at 7 p.m. on
Ch. 10. John Lewis is host.

WILLS MUSIC STORE

OTHER
Dr. Donald White, OCE physics professor
will speak on the topic of "Color Vision" at
the Oct. 29 Natural Science-Mathematics
Seminar. The lecture will be at noon in NS
103.
Barnum Hall will sponsor a Sadie Hawkins
Dance featuring "Lightship" from 9 p.m. to
midnight in the Old Gym Nov. 2. Prices are
$1.75 couples, girls pay, and $1 singles.
The Intercollegiate Knights will sponsor a
dance in the Old Gym from 9 p.m. to
midnight Saturday, featuring "Sunrise
Edition." Admission is $1.

Music Headquarters For
All Your Music Needs
Sheet Music - Records
Guitars & Amps - Band & Orchestra
Instruments - Recorders
Baldwin Pianos & Organs
432 State St., Salem

Ph. 364-6757

md

Webster House, at 901-13th St. SE in Salem,
is now displaying the sculpture and
stoneware of Gene Tobey and the woven wall
hangings of Ken Collins. Hours are 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
Keller Gallery on Court and Liberty St. in
Salem is featuring the works of several
artists this month. Curtis Otto is showing
paintings, Wayne Scheck, Peg O'Connor and
Leroy Kitzman are showing ceramics and
William Glaeser is showing seascapes.
Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and till 8:30 p.m. Friday.
The weaving of Janet Pyle is on display at
the Oak Street Gallery, 1010 Oak St. SE,

A CjREAT
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D&M BAKE SH0PPE
—BAKERY
SPECIALS
GOODIES FOR GOBLINS
Free cookies to 12 or under trick or treaters
on Halloween night!

Halloween Cookies
Assorted Cake Donuts

3 For29c «
o varieties)
(30 pet. off)

Layer Witches Cakes

$1.10 I

We have no secrets. No surprises.
Our experts tell you all about
diamonds. Their cut, clarity and
color. We make sure that the
diamond and the setting you buy
is the greatest diamond for you
. one that vyill make you proud
and happy for years to come.

$2.79 1

Special Decorated
o /QQt
Halloween Cupcakes!
Main St., Webster's Mkt.

838-5299

State and Liberty Streets

Salem

8
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Isaacs stars at Pentacle
By MARK WOOD
Lamron Writer
Pentacle Theatre finishes its
1974 season on a note of Success
With The Star Spangled Girl, a
Huffy but satisfying Neil Simon
comedy. The play is carefully
crafted by Simon, smoothly
directed by Pentacle veteran
Dick Bond and incredibly wellacted by Alan Jenkins, Ron Fox
and, especially., Sally Isaacs.
rhe Star Spangled Girl is the
tale of two left-wing radicals -the jumpy writer and hapless
publisher of an underground
protest magazine - whose
serenity is disturbed by Sophie
Rauschmeyer,
a
stubbornly
provincial Olympic swimmer
from Rhett Butler country". In
the best tradition of comedy,

Music notes

Sally Isaacs and Ron Fox practice lines for the Pentacle Theatre
production of Neil Simon's comedy "Star Spangled Girl."

Schrock shows skill
ByLANESHETTERLY
Lamron Writer
A program of music coupled
with some, outstanding per
formances made Dr. Marion
Schrock's clarinet recital Oct. 21
an unqualified success.
Appearing with Dr. Schrock in
the Music Hall Auditorium were
Mrs. Myra Brand, soprano
soloist, and Mrs. Ruth Million,
pianist.
During the concert, Dr.
Schrock demonstrated a sen
sitive proficiency on the clarinet.
Whether bantying playfully in the
"Cheerful" movement from
Barney Childs' "Sonata for Solo
Clarinet," or matching, note for
note, sixteenth note runs with the
piano in Von Weber's "Duo
Concertant," it was obvious that
Schrock was in command of his
instrument and his music.
Technically, one could hardly
ask to hear any better clarinet
music. The cleanness of his
execution of the rapid sections
was especially exciting, but so
was his intonation and breath
control on sustained notes in the
upper register of the clarinet. He
handled even the most difficult
portions of the program with the
apparent ease that is the mark of
a fine musician.
But Dr. Schrock was hardly
alone on stage. Mrs. Brand and
Mrs. Million also deserve some of
the credit. Mrs. Brand's in
terpretation of Louis Spohr's "Six
German Songs" for soprano,
clarinet and piano was excellent.
That particular type of German
song, known generally as
"lieder", makes special ex
pressive demands on the vocalist
and she handled them admirably.
Mrs. Million's sensitivity to the
piano and the line she is ac
companying, makes her one of
the very finest accompanists
available, and her ability in that
field was clearly demonstrated
Monday night:
Technically, her part was, in
some places as difficult as Dr.
Schrock's, yet she carried it
through as cleanly and com
fortably as did Dr. Schrock.
Tuesday night, Oct. 29, will be
the next in this season's schedule
of performances, featuring the
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noted German pianist, Franzpeter Goebels.
On a tour of Western United
States college campuses, Goebels
is scheduled to be in this state
only a few days and "OCE is very
fortunate to be able to have him
join us for an evening," ac
cording to concert coordinator,
Mr. Klemi Hambourg.
Two of the major works to be
performed in this program are
sonatas by Ferrucco Busoni and
Arnold Schoenberg. Both will be
performed as commemorative
works, one commemorating the
50th anniversary of Busoni's
death. The other, Schoenberg's
100th
birthday. They are
considered by some to be two of
contemporary music's greatest
composers.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Music Hall Auditorium, t is
open to the public.

Several important dates have
been added to the list of concerts
and recitals on the campus this
fall.
Ms. Beverly Biggs will present
an evening of music on the
harpsichord and virginal, both of
which are early keyboard in
struments, in the Music Hall
Auditorium on Nov. 5.
Three student recitals are
scheduled this term. They will be
at 11 a.m. Oct. 31, Nov. 21, and
Dec. 5 in the Music Hall
Auditorium. These programs
involve a number of students
performing many different types
of music and all interested
students are invited to attend.
A Senior Recital to be
presented
by soprano, Dobie
Long, is scheduled Nov. 25.

WINNER 0F 4
ACADEMY
AWARDS!

human pretensions are broken
down, political differences are
cast aside, and a love triangle is
formed.
Jenkins plays Norman, the
lovesick writer, with the correct
level of comic intensity. His
energy never flags, but neither
does it exceed the bounds of
believability.
At first, Fox's character seems
rather straight and reserved: He
is basically playing Jenkins'
foil. But in the second act, when
he finally falls for Sophie, Fox's
role improves and he becomes
the play's true comic hero.
Sally Isaacs is the play's true
comic heroine. She is talented.
She is ingratiating. Whenever she
is onstage the audience feels the
electricity. On opening night she
got one of the most exciting
audience responses I have ever
witnessed simply by pounding on
a door...while offstage.
A small-scale comedy like The
Star Spangled Girl seems to work
well in a theatre like Pentacle.

The nature of the play, in fact,
demands intimacy. A few years
ago I saw the film version of The
Star Spangled Girl with Sandy
Duncan. Somehow the transition
from stage to screen didn't work.
Neil Simon's comedy depends
heavily on the reactions and
inter-reactions among cast and
audience members - among
people-that the spectacle of film
cannot reproduce.
The Star Spangled Girl is
largely escapist fare. There are
no deep psychological or social
messages.
But
the
tender
treatment of human relationsalbeit in a comic vein-raises the
play a notch above the level of
mere entertainment. The smiles
on the faces of the audience on
opening night showed that it had
been adequately amused. But
there was a deeper feeling
evoked by Bond and his players
as well: a feeling of genuine
satisfaction produced by the
human phenomenon of the
theatre.

STEREO
&
QUAD
10%DISCOUNT
To Students
WASSON'S
LAFAYETTE RADIO
363 High St. NE, Salem
Right next to the Record Hut
Mon-Sat9:30to 5:30 p.m.
585-4433

WE LOST OUR LEASE

CLOSEOUT

INCLUDING

BEST SONG
20th CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID
(Gg-=f—

CC Pacific Room
Friday, 6:30 p.m.
and 9:15
Seats $1

Everything Goes To The Bare Walls

MOST ITEMS AT COST
Thursday & Friday-Monday & Tuesday, Oct. 24, 25, 28, 29

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Closed Saturday and Sunday
CASH OR BAC OR MAST. CHG. ONLY - NO CHECKS

ALL ITEMS AT CLOSEOUT PRICES

ACTION
THEATRE
Double Features
Running daily
pleasure.

for

your

viewing

i.VluX »««• x
UNDERGROUND
COMICS
In assorted brands including 'Zap' and
'Freak Brothers'
Ph. 364-0792
175 Commercial N.E., Salem

NO PHONE QUOTES
Sample prices below - All items good
until sold out - No Rain Checks.

All Kodak Film - 20% off regular price. Vivitar 292 - '99.00
Miranda Sensorex - *199.00
All Accessories - 20% off reg. price.
Kodak X-15 - *13.00
Fujica, Canon, Minolta, Ricoh, Konica Fuji 126-12 Film - 60*
Kodak Super 8 Film - *2.25
and more at or near cost. Vivitar,
Polaroid Sx70 Film - *4.69
Honeywell, Kako, Metz strobes at or
Polaroid T 108 Film - *3.69
near cost. Fuji Chrome 135-20 Slide
Film 89c per roll • or *1.79 w/developing.
All Fuji Film, Agfa and GAF Film on sale.
Darkroom almost at cost, all store fixtures
also for sale • Cash register for '50.00 Showcases -*75.00 each, etc. Our own
(in store use) B22 enlarger - '125.00
and on and on and on.

127 W. MAIN Si Monmouth
All items sold as is. Guarantees will be honored by our stores in Gresham, New berg, and Beaverton.
Prices good through Tuesday, Oct. 29 at 6 p.m. Sale in Monmouth only.
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Sticksters lose three straight
OCE's women's field hockey
team brought a 4-0 record into
last Thursday's contest with the
University of Oregon and by 6:00
p.m. the next evening the
sticksters record was reduced to
4-2.
Against the UO team the OCE
girls played rather evenly as the
Wolfettes displayed their ex
cellent team defense which has
By MIKE ROONEY
shut out two opponents so far this
Lamron Sports Editor
season. Both teams exhibited fine
I must comment on the national sports scene for a stick-work, but the UO team
proved more effective in their
change.
The Oakland A's are again baseball's World Cham offensive circle play as the
hometown girls fell 2-1 to the
pions. But there are many reasons why they are unlikely
visitors from Eugene.
suspects for such a reputable title. They deplore their
The opponents scored one goal
unpredictable owner Charles Finley. He verbally blasts in each half as the Ducks went, on
them, fines them and then boasts of their greatness.
top 2-0. With only 32 seconds
In the 1973 World Series Finley forced Mike Andrews remaining in the game Sue
to sign a release saying that he was physically incapable Mitchell found daylight in the
of competing in the Series after Andrews had committed enemy net and drove home the
OCE goal.
two errors. Andrews is now sueing Finley for a reported loan
The following day in Salem the
$2.5 million.
girls did battle with a powerful
The innovative owner didn't help, his popularity when team from Washington State.
he recently blasted the city of Oakland, its officials and OCE controlled the tempo of the
its fans for their lack of support. Finley has threatened game with their fancy stick
handling. The girls controlled the
to relocate his club in Seattle.
ball for nearly two-thirds of the
Statistically the A's are quite unlikely as World first half, yet couldn't seem to
Champs. They hit under .250 during the season and hit a buy a counter. WSU took a 1-0

A s unlikely champs

meager .211 during the Series. Meanwhile, the Dodgers
hit over 20 percentage points higher than the Oakland
team. But the difference came on the mound where
Fingers, Odom, Vida Blue, Ken Holtzman and Catfish
Hunter were steadily holding the Dodgers to only two or
three runs a game.
The A's may not see eye-to-eye on issues off the field
but they all agreed that they should beat the Los Angeles
Dodgers once they hit the field. So they did. The Dodgers
now have all winter to think about all the demeaning
comments they made about the A's before the Series,
while most of the A's try to think of a way to put another
World Championship ring to use.

+++
The National Football League races are already
showing who is going to be in contention for the eight
playoff spots. Minnesota is the only Super Bowl victor of
years past that is at the top of their division. Old stand
by's like Dallas, Kansas City and Green Bay appear
certain to have Super Bowl weekend off to play golf.
Other ex-champs like Baltimore, the New York Jets
and Miami seem rather lethargic although the Dolphins
are still very much in contention in the AFC East with
toughies Buffalo and New England.
The biggest story of the year is at New England where
diminutive Mack Herron is the leading punt returner,
kick-off returner and the second leading rusher.
St. Louis, Minnesota and Los Angeles are all two
games up in their respective divisions of the NFC and
appear to have momentum in their favor. St. Louis is the
only undefeated team in pro football, but I like LA's
chances of making it to the title game. Wouldn't it be
something to see another Oakland-Los Angeles World
Championship.

+++
I was four out of five last week to bring my total to
eight out of 13. There are some difficult picks this week.
OCE over Western Washington - No comment!
Central Washington over Eastern Oregon -- I've been
hoping Central would get knocked off all season and
have always been wrong so I'll have to go with them by
23 over the visiting Mounties. Central comes off a
resounding 35-14 win over SOC.
SOC over Eastern Washington - Eastern's 64-0 win
over WWSC was a mistake, as was SOC's big loss to
Central. This should be close because SOC has to travel
all the way to Cheney. Southern by three over EWSC.

Cindermen nip
LC at Portland
By PAT STIMAC
Lamron Writer
A well-balanced cross country
team led by Chris Fatland was
the key to OCE's first victory of
the season last Saturday at Pier
Park in Portland.
Fatland's time of 26:03 put him
sixth individually, but behind him
the OCE runners dominated the
next few places taking eighth,
ninth, and tenth.
Ron Strand finished in 26:23,
placing him eighth in his first
meet of the season. Steve Carrigg
barely beat Dale Barker for
ninth, the two finishing one
second apart at 26:26 and 26:27.
Rounding out the top five was
Mark Wojohn with the time of
27:40 which placed him 17th.
Although many of the schools had
been running for a month longer
than the wolfpack, this balanced
attack was good enough for a 5051 win over Lewis and Clark and
a host of other schools.
Rob Schnieder and Doug
Slagle, the other two varsity
runners ran well this week, too,
finishing next to each other,
Schnieder with a time of 27:52
and Salgle's 27:54.
Tony Bass led the second team
with a time of 28:11. Right behind
him were Tobi Timms at 28:51
and Rob Frank at 28:59. Jim
Hiebert and Jim Bean rounded
out the five second team runners,
Hiebert with a time of 29:34 and
Bean finishing at 30:14.
The harriers will now take a
week off - recovering from flu
shots and colds. This week will be
spent almost entirely on easy
runs getting their strength back,
as now the team is looking for
ward to the district meet.

ULTIMATE GIFT

Pacific Lutheran over Willamette ~ This is a big one
for both teams. Willamette has a respectable defense
which is keeping them in the Northwest Conference
race. The Lutes are riding an unbeaten strinq so I'll ao
y
with PLU by 2.
Southern Cal over Oregon State -- USC had a difficult
time with UO last week so they should be given some
trouble from OSU too. I don't think the Beavers think
like winners so USC should pull itout by 14.
Oregon over Washington - The Ducks finally get to
play someone they are better than. The Huskies are
very beatable. Give the Ducks 20 points in this one
because they'll really be psyched.
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flmtrlf'ct.K®epsake diamond of
s^srb white color, precisely cut.

TflitouuL
412 Main St. - Dallas, Ore.

Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

lead at half and poked in two
more for insurance before the
end of the game.
Despite drives of six and ten
minutes the sticksters were
unable to crack WSU's attempt
for a shutout. Coach Jacqueline
Rice commented on the game
saying, "The score of this game
is not indicative to the type of
play OCE exhibited." According
to coach Rice, "The girl's game
is improving but needs help on
circle plays."
In a game played Tuesday
evening the girls lost another
heartbreaker 2-1 to Willamette.

After falling behind 1-0 early in
the game the girls came back to
tie it up when Sue Mitchell came
through with another goal to end
a short scoring drought.
Throughout the second half the
game looked as though it would
be a tie until with just seconds left
a Willamette girl snuck through
the usually tight OCE defense to
score the deciding goal. It was a
tough loss for the girls who
started out their season with four
straight wins.
OCE's next encounter will be
Oct. 29, when PSU comes to
Monmouth for a 3:30 contest.
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"The Man The People Found"
Paid for by Citizens to Re-elect Bob Marx, Larry Dale, treasurer, 208 Winegar St.,
Mon., Ore. 8 9 74.

Classifieds
For Sale: '73 SL 125 and '72 SL 350
Hondas. Both in excellent condition.
Call 838 4193 after 4:30 p.m.
Term Papers: Canada's largest service.
For catalogue send $2 to: Essay
Services, 57 Spadina Ave., No. 208,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
For Sale: '62 Chev. station wagon, V 8
automatic, good tires, real clean,
$175. Call 838 4184.
For Sale: A red '73 Mizutani "Seraph"
10 speed bike, $90, excellent con
dition. Call Sandy at 399 7984 between
4 p.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays.
For Rent: Studio apt. available Nov. 1.
$105 per month. Call Aloha Apts. 838
3074.
Found: A book in front of the Ad
ministration Building last Friday. I
will return it to whoever can correctly
identify it. SPO No. 545
Wanted: Rides from OCE to Salem for 2
pre school
children
afternoons.
Contact Meredith Wadlow at ext. 449
(Teaching Research)

Found: Tiny black puppy with white
chest near trailer court on S. Warren.
Contact the Humane Society in
Salem.
Found: Class ring in the Old PE
Building. The ring has "Robert"
engraved on it. Contact Hank at the
OPE building.
Private Swimming Lessons: Ex
perienced certified water safety in
structor will negotiate the place, time
and cost of a private swimming lesson
or several lessons for an individual or
a small group of any age. Contact
Barbara Dawes 838 2465.
For Sale: 4 and 2 channel stereo tape
system. Includes 4 speakers. $100.
Call 838 3496.
Betty Roberts: Garage Sale, Saturday,
October 26, 653 Sacre Lane, Mon
mouth, 10 6. "Donation of items
requested. Deliver to address or call
838 3683 for pick up. Paid for by Betty
Roberts Committee, John Weatherby
Political Treas. 517 S.W Main, Por
tland.

FREE PARKING . . .

TYPEWRITER
& HI-FI CO.
TYPEWRITERS
CALCULATORS
DICTATION

RENTAL PURCHASE
STEREO LOUNGE
HI-FI COMPONENTS

SALEM
395 Liberty NE
lllllllllllllllllliiiiiii

588-1122
1111llltlllllIIIIIIIIIHIHHHI^

Getting
all your adventure
from TV?
Instead of getting your excitement from
watching the exploits of others, you could be
having some of your own.
By driving a tank. Or jumping out of a plane.
Or learning to sleep in the rain.
Or by learning a job you never thought you
could do. Or doing a job you never thought could
be done. Or going places you never thought you
would go.
Or simply by putting on a uniform and getting
satisfaction from an old-fashioned feeling that
you re doing your best in the service of your
Country.
CALL
ARMY OPPORTUNITIES

Volleyball team third in Seattle

Lamron photo by JERRY COTTER

The girls volleyball team is shown in action against OSU in a game barely won by the visitors
from Corvallis.
IIIIIIIIIIII

Hill

Mill

Rich Emken
I
| cares about the quality of life
'i

| in Monmouth. He cares enoughi

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

| to want to preserve and build |
that quality to a
level of distinction.

DEMOCRAT
The Man The People Found
Paid for by Citizens to Re elect Bob Marx, Larry Dale, treasurer
Mon., Ore. 8 9 74.

For Mayor
SjS

208 Winegar St

RICH EMKEN

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Rich Emken for Mayor. Earl Landry, treas.,
625 N. Craven, Monmouth. Oct. 23.
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For the FINEST in shoe repair

Daryl's Shoe Service

Perfect wrap-around pair

$325.00

Knapp Shoe Counselor

jgjfL

"Shoe repair gives
Extra Wear!"
148 C St., Independence

The CORNERSTONE INN
NORELCO PRO-COMB
(Manufacturers suggested retail price $19.95)

ALL DECOR CANDLES
Budget
Ensemble $87.50

MM'

8555^I BRIDAL SETS

Plate
Includes

HOT FRENCH BREAD
DINNER SALAD
Choice of Dressing
Thousand Island, Roquefort or French and
Parmesian Cheese

Sparkling diamond engage
ment rings and wedding rings
to light love with a special
glow. Set in 14Kt. white gold
and yellow gold.
You've got to see them to
appreciate their beauty.
Up to a year to pay —
NO EXTRA CHARGE
For Credit
Open Fri. til 9 P;M.

s-fe

f\I

5oz. FDS SPRAY DEODORANT
Reg. $1.35

8 oz. DIPPITY-DO BALSAM
SETTING LOTION
Reg.$1.59

....

All items limited
to quantity on hand
All Sales Final

/'

THURSDAY NIGHTONLY!
"OLDEST JEWELERS IN SALEM"

Monmouth
October 24, 1974

W5f

Under Same Ownershm
Use Bankomericard or Masfercharge
ILLUSTRATIONS-ENLARGED

Moonlight sale includes most stores
in Monmouth - Hurry! Tonight only.
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Wolves, Owls play to 10-10 deadlock
By STEVE GEIGEH
Lamron Writer
OCE played host to Oregon
Institute of Technology Saturday
afternoon by fighting to an even
10-10 tie with the Owls.
The host Wolves committed
a total of six turnovers during the
game, including four pass in
terceptions and two lost fumbles.
OIT turned the ball over only
once.
OCE scored its first points with
an 11-play, 47 yard drive early in
the first quarter following an OIT
punt. Ken Ball, Dan Westendorf,
Mike Bridges and Larry Sills all
picked up valuable yardage for
the Wolves leading to the OCE
touchdown.
Sills got the drive started by
taking a handoff from Freshman
quarterback Bridges and picking
up five yards to the OIT 42 yard

Soccer team
victorious
OCE's Soccer team evened
their season's record at 1-1 with a
come from behind 3-2 victory
over Pacific University last
Saturday.
The Wolves had a hard time
getting untracked in the first 45
minute period. Pacific scored two
goals on the OCE defense and the
offense didn't move at all.
In the beginning of the second
half, player-coach Abraham
Demissie pulled each one of his
offensive players one at a time to
show them their mistakes. It paid
off as the Wolves scored three
goals and held Pacific scoreless
in the second 45 minute period.
The Wolves' scores were made
by Solomn Tekele on an
unassisted goal, Demissie scored
the second goal on a penalty shot,
and Dick Shea scored the winning
goal on a head shot.
The soccer team plays a home
game this weekend against
Judson Baptist College. The
game starts at 2 p.m. on the
soccer field west of the NPE
building.

line. This set up a barrage of
running plays from OCE directed
at the Owls front line. Westendorf
picked up 13 yards on two carries,
and Bridges netted four yards on
a single carry.
After a one yard gainer by Sills,
Ball got the call three more times
for a total of 16 yards, moving the
ball down to the one foot line of
OIT. On a third and goal situation
Westendorf took it across the goal
to give the Wolves a 6-0 lead.
Steve Sears added the extra
pointed making it 7-0 Wolves with
8:04 still remaining in the first
quarter.
The two teams played even
throughout the first quarter and
into the second, with each club
trading punts.
After an OCE turnover in the
second quarter OIT had the ball
at their own 49 yard line. OIT
followed up the interception by
driving deep into OCE territory
with a steady running attack. The
Owls capped the drive with a 10yard jaunt by OIT halfback Ben
Willard, making it 7-6, OCE. The

point after by the Owls' Ralph
Van Delden then tied it up at 7-7.
The second half opened with
OIT kicking off, and neither team
was able to get a drive started,
and they traded punts. There was
no scoring in the third quarter.
OIT opened the fourth quarter
wasting no time in taking the ball
down to the OCE goal line.
Behind the running of Willard,
Henry and quarterback John
Mathis, the Owls gained three
first downs, and had a first and
goal situation at the OCE 7.
The Wolves defense then
tightened up. On third and goal,
OCE's Steve Wilson knocked a
Mathis pass down in the endzone, bringing up a fourth down
and goal. The Owls elected to go
for the field goal again, and Van
Delden booted it through the
uprights from 22 yards out,
giving OIT a 10-7 lead.
After the OIT kickoff, which
was returned 30 yards by Ball,
OCE got another drive started.
Bridges gave the pigskin to
Ball for seven yards, and to Sills
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for another six for an OCE first
down at the OIT 49.
OIT's defense suddenly got
tough against the OCE run, and
the
Wolves
quickly
found
themselves facing a fourth and 11
situation. OCE elected to try for
the field goal, and Steve Sears
came in for the Wolves and
booted the ball through the
uprights from 33 yards away,
giving both teams a 10-10 tie.
The Owls lined up for a lastchance 50-yard field goal attempt
by Van Delden with only seven
seconds remaining, but faked the
kick and Van Delden tried to pass
the ball in for a touchdown. Van
Delden completed the pass to an
OIT receiver at the OCE 20 yard
line, but the receiver was
dropped immediately by OCE de
fenders and time ran out, ending
the game in a 10-10 tie.
Ken Ball was the leading
ground gainer in the game for the
Wolves, getting 151 yards on 27
carries for a 5.6 average.
Westendorf picked up 41 yards on
the ground and Sills ended with
40.

Ben Willard ended with 70
yards as the top ground gainer
for the Owls, while Henry
finished with 55 yards and
quarterback Mathis with 54.
Mathis was six out of 17 in
passsing for 50 yards for the
Owls, while Bridges for OCE
ended with two completions in
seven attempts for 23 yards.
Van Delden was the leading
pass receiver for OIT, grabbing
three passes for 38 yards, while
Mike Rooney and Sills each had
one reception for OCE.
Saturday the Wolves now l-3-i
on the season, will travel to
Bellingham, Wash., to take on
Western Washington State
College who lost 64-0 to Eastern
Wash, last weekend.
OIT
OCE

0
7

7
0

0
0

3-10
3-10

OCE: Westendorf 1 run (Sears kick);
Sears 33 FG
OIT: Willard 10 run (Van Delden kick);
Van Delden 22 FG
Yards Rush.
Yards Pass.
Passes
First Downs
Punts
Fumbles Lost
Return Yards
Penalties

OIT

OCE

182

246
23
2-13-4

60
7 20 1
12

16

8 29

5-31

10

40
1-15

2-2

78
4-40

BOB MARX

DEMOCRAT

"The Man The People Found"
+ Preservation of Scenic River Areas.
+ Expansion of Bottle Bill to include
more containers.
+ BOB MARX - successful political
architect of the legislative effort to
gain OCE's Auditorium.
+ BOB MARX - supporter of the
Homeowner and Renter Tax Relief
program which provided over 9.,000
Polk and Benton county families with
tax refunds or credits.
+ BOB MARX - rated 88 per cent by the
Oregon Environmental Council and
endorsed by their political a r m , the
League of Environmental Voters.

The
AirForce
ROTC College
Program has
3thingsto
offer that
othercollege
programs
dorit
1. Scholarships.
2. $100 monthly allowance.
3. Flying lessons leading
to jet training.

Legislative Priorities Next Session
+75 per cent state funding of special
education programs.
special

+ BOB MARX - an excellent rating by
the Oregon Education Association
and endorsed by their political arm,
for
c^op
Improvement
of
Education.
+

+ A Base Budget at OCE to retain
a
retam a
quality program.

- Chairman of the
Powerful Judiciary Committee and
™ J * L n o n a t t o r n e y to chair this
K ) t t e e in t h i s c e n t u r y of
legislative operations.

Keep Oregon's Progressive Reputat ion
RE-ELECT STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 34

Enroll In Air Force ROTC.
AFOOT Testing
9 a.m. 26 Oct.
College Center
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

ROBERT (BOB) MARX

DEMOCRAT

Paid for by Citizens to Re-elect Bob Marx, Larry Dale,
treasurer,

208

Wine9ar St., Monmouth, Ore.
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